Star engine

The Star Engine , formerly known as the Retro Engine , is a multiplatform game engine
developed by Australian programmer Christian Whitehead , best known for its use in Sega 's
Sonic the Hedgehog series. Unlike most modern game engines, the Star Engine is primarily
tailored for creating two-dimensional games like those released for bit or below-era consoles,
such as the Sega Saturn , Sega Genesis or the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. For this
reason, the engine focuses more on raster graphics and palette manipulation , although it does
feature support for widescreen graphics and online functionality. Australian programmer
Christian Whitehead created the Retro Engine for use with a fangame entitled Retro Sonic ,
which is based upon the original Sonic games released for the Sega Genesis. The game became
notable after its release for its accuracy to the games, despite not being a ROM hack or
modification to an existing Sonic game. In , Sega asked fans for ideas on a game to port to iOS.
Whitehead, along with fellow Sonic scene member Simon "Stealth" Thomley, were later
commissioned to create remakes of Sonic the Hedgehog and Sonic the Hedgehog 2 using the
engine, released for mobile platforms in The game was released in August Despite fan support,
the project was not approved by Sega. In reference of the studio name, the engine was renamed
the Star Engine. Reviewers have praised the Star Engine for its performance, which has been
called superior to simply emulating the original games. TouchArcade has referred to the
remasters of Sonic the Hedgehog and Sonic the Hedgehog 2 as "spectacular". Whitehead has
named games such as Ristar , Knuckles' Chaotix , and Dynamite Headdy , as well as non-Sega
games like the Castlevania series, as others that would be possible to port to the engine. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Retro Engine. Star Engine Retro Engine logo.
Retrieved 16 March Power Up Gaming. Retrieved 23 July Retrieved 19 March AM2R, Sonic
Mania, and the creative process". Retrieved 16 August Sonic the Hedgehog. List of games List
of features Music. Secret Rings Black Knight. Educational games Spinball Dr. X-treme Extreme.
Lego Dimensions. Somari Super Mario Bros. Game engines list. Source port First-person
shooter engine list Game engine recreation list Game creation system List of visual novel
engines. Build Doom ports ORX. Clickteam Fusion Gamebryo Unity. Doom engine. CraftStudio
Wintermute Engine. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Retro
Engine logo. Microsoft Windows , Dreamcast. Original game by Sonic Team ; ported by
Whitehead. Original games by Sonic Team ; ported by Whitehead and Headcannon. Sonic the
Hedgehog 2. The radial engine is a reciprocating type internal combustion engine configuration
in which the cylinders "radiate" outward from a central crankcase like the spokes of a wheel.
The radial configuration was commonly used for aircraft engines before gas turbine engines
became predominant. Since the axes of the cylinders are coplanar, the connecting rods cannot
all be directly attached to the crankshaft unless mechanically complex forked connecting rods
are used, none of which have been successful. Instead, the pistons are connected to the
crankshaft with a master-and-articulating-rod assembly. One piston, the uppermost one in the
animation, has a master rod with a direct attachment to the crankshaft. The remaining pistons
pin their connecting rods ' attachments to rings around the edge of the master rod. Extra "rows"
of radial cylinders can be added in order to increase the capacity of the engine without adding
to its diameter. Four-stroke radials have an odd number of cylinders per row, so that a
consistent every-other-piston firing order can be maintained, providing smooth operation. For
example, on a five-cylinder engine the firing order is 1, 3, 5, 2, 4, and back to cylinder 1.
Moreover, this always leaves a one-piston gap between the piston on its combustion stroke and
the piston on compression. The active stroke directly helps compress the next cylinder to fire,
making the motion more uniform. If an even number of cylinders were used, an equally timed
firing cycle would not be feasible. As with most four-strokes, the crankshaft takes two
revolutions to complete the four strokes of each piston intake, compression, combustion,
exhaust. The camshaft ring is geared to spin slower and in the opposite direction to the
crankshaft. Its cam lobes are placed in two rows; one for the intake valves and one for the
exhaust valves. The radial engine normally uses fewer cam lobes than other types. For example
in the engine in the animated illustration, four cam lobes serve all 10 valves across the five
cylinders, whereas 10 would be required for a typical inline engine with the same number of
cylinders and valves. Most radial engines use overhead poppet valves driven by pushrods and
lifters on a cam plate which is concentric with the crankshaft, with a few smaller radials, like the
Kinner B-5 and Russian Shvetsov M , using individual camshafts within the crankcase for each
cylinder. A few engines use sleeve valves such as the cylinder Bristol Hercules and the cylinder
Bristol Centaurus , which are quieter and smoother running but require much tighter
manufacturing tolerances. Manly constructed a water-cooled five-cylinder radial engine in , a
conversion of one of Stephen Balzer 's rotary engines , for Langley 's Aerodrome aircraft. In â€”
Jacob Ellehammer used his experience constructing motorcycles to build the world's first

air-cooled radial engine, a three-cylinder engine which he used as the basis for a more powerful
five-cylinder model in This was installed in his triplane and made a number of short free-flight
hops. Most radial engines are air-cooled , but one of the most successful of the early radial
engines and the earliest "stationary" design produced for World War I combat aircraft was the
Salmson 9Z series of nine-cylinder water-cooled radial engines that were produced in large
numbers during the First World War. From to the radial engine was overshadowed by its close
relative, the rotary engine , which differed from the so-called "stationary" radial in that the
crankcase and cylinders revolved with the propeller. It was similar in concept to the later radial,
the main difference being that the propeller was bolted to the engine, and the crankshaft to the
airframe. The problem of the cooling of the cylinders, a major factor with the early "stationary"
radials, was alleviated by the engine generating its own cooling airflow. Most German aircraft of
the time used water-cooled inline 6-cylinder engines. III eleven-cylinder rotary engine , which
was unusual for the period in being geared through a bevel geartrain in the rear end of the
crankcase without the crankshaft being firmly mounted to the aircraft's airframe, so that the
engine's internal working components fully internal crankshaft "floating" in its crankcase
bearings, with its conrods and pistons were spun in the opposing direction to the crankcase
and cylinders, which still rotated as the propeller itself did since it was still firmly fastened to
the crankcase's frontside, as with regular umlaufmotor German rotaries. By the end of the war
the rotary engine had reached the limits of the design, particularly in regard to the amount of
fuel and air that could be drawn into the cylinders through the hollow crankshaft, while
advances in both metallurgy and cylinder cooling finally allowed stationary radial engines to
supersede rotary engines. By the potential advantages of air-cooled radials over the
water-cooled inline engine and air-cooled rotary engine that had powered World War I aircraft
were appreciated but were unrealized. British designers had produced the ABC Dragonfly radial
in , but were unable to resolve the cooling problems, and it was not until the s that Bristol and
Armstrong Siddeley produced reliable air-cooled radials such as the Bristol Jupiter [7] and the
Armstrong Siddeley Jaguar. Navy had announced it would only order aircraft fitted with
air-cooled radials and other naval air arms followed suit. Charles Lawrance 's J-1 engine was
developed in with Navy funding, and using aluminum cylinders with steel liners ran for an
unprecedented hours, at a time when 50 hours endurance was normal. At the urging of the
Army and Navy the Wright Aeronautical Corporation bought Lawrance's company, and
subsequent engines were built under the Wright name. The radial engines gave confidence to
Navy pilots performing long-range overwater flights. Louis , in which he made the first solo
trans-Atlantic flight. More Twin Wasps were produced than any other aviation piston engine in
the history of aviation; nearly , were built. In the United Kingdom the Bristol Aeroplane
Company was concentrating on developing radials such as the Jupiter, Mercury , and sleeve
valve Hercules radials. Although other piston configurations and turboprops have taken over in
modern propeller-driven aircraft , Rare Bear , which is a Grumman F8F Bearcat equipped with a
Wright R Duplex-Cyclone radial engine, is still the fastest piston-powered aircraft. The same
firm's aforementioned smaller-displacement at 30 litres , Twin Wasp cylinder twin-row radial
was used as the main engine design for the B Liberator , PBY Catalina , and Douglas C , each
design being among the production leaders in all-time production numbers for each type of
airframe design. The American Wright Cyclone series twin-row radials powered American
warplanes: the nearly litre displacement, cylinder Twin Cyclone powered the single-engine
Grumman TBF Avenger , twin-engine North American B Mitchell , and some versions of the
Douglas A Havoc , with the massive twin-row, nearly litre displacement, cylinder
Duplex-Cyclone powering the four-engine Boeing B Superfortress and others. The Soviet
Shvetsov OKB design bureau was the sole source of design for all of the Soviet government
factory-produced radial engines used in its World War II aircraft, starting with the Shvetsov M
itself based on the American Wright Cyclone 9 's design and going on to design the litre
displacement Shvetsov ASh fourteen cylinder radial for fighters, and the massive, litre
displacement Shvetsov ASh eighteen-cylinder radial in - the smallest-displacement radial
design from the Shvetsov OKB during the war was the indigenously designed, 8. In Japan, most
airplanes were powered by air-cooled radial engines like the cylinder Mitsubishi Zuisei 11, units,
e. Kawasaki Ki , Mitsubishi Kinsei 12, units, e. Aichi D3A , Mitsubishi Kasei 16, units, e.
Kawanishi H8K , Nakajima Sakae 30, units, e. Nakajima Ki The Kawasaki Ki and Yokosuka D4Y
were rare examples of Japanese liquid-cooled inline engine aircraft at that time but later, they
were also redesigned to fit radial engines as the Kawasaki Ki and Yokosuka D4Y 3. In Britain,
Bristol produced both sleeve valved and conventional poppet valved radials: of the sleeve
valved designs, more than 57, Hercules engines powered the Vickers Wellington , Short Stirling
, Handley Page Halifax , and some versions of the Avro Lancaster , over 8, of the pioneering
sleeve-valved Bristol Perseus were used in various types, and more than 2, of the

largest-displacement production British radial from the Bristol firm to use sleeve valving, the
Bristol Centaurus were used to power the Hawker Tempest II and Sea Fury. The same firm's
poppet-valved radials included: around 32, of Bristol Pegasus used in the Short Sunderland ,
Handley Page Hampden , and Fairey Swordfish and over 20, examples of the firm's origin
nine-cylinder Mercury were used to power the Westland Lysander , Bristol Blenheim , and
Blackburn Skua. In the years leading up to World War II, as the need for armored vehicles was
realized, designers were faced with the problem of how to power the vehicles, and turned to
using aircraft engines, among them radial types. The radial aircraft engines provided greater
power-to-weight ratios and were more reliable than conventional inline vehicle engines available
at the time. This reliance had a downside though: if the engines were mounted vertically, as in
the M3 Lee and M4 Sherman , their comparatively large diameter gave the tank a higher
silhouette than designs using inline engines. A number of companies continue to build radials
today. Liquid cooling systems are generally more vulnerable to battle damage. Even minor
shrapnel damage can easily result in a loss of coolant and consequent engine overheating,
while an air-cooled radial engine may be largely unaffected by minor damage. While a
single-bank radial permits all cylinders to be cooled equally, the same is not true for multi-row
engines where the rear cylinders can be affected by the heat coming off the front row, and air
flow being masked. A potential disadvantage of radial engines is that having the cylinders
exposed to the airflow increases drag considerably. The answer was the addition of specially
designed cowlings with baffles to force the air between the cylinders. The first effective
drag-reducing cowling that didn't impair engine cooling was the British Townend ring or "drag
ring" which formed a narrow band around the engine covering the cylinder heads, reducing
drag. Nearly all aircraft radial engines since have used NACA-type cowlings. While inline
liquid-cooled engines continued to be common in new designs until late in World War II , radial
engines dominated afterwards until overtaken by jet engines, with the late-war Hawker Sea Fury
and Grumman F8F Bearcat , two of the fastest production piston-engined aircraft ever built,
using radial engines. Originally radial engines had one row of cylinders, but as engine sizes
increased it became necessary to add extra rows. Two-row designs began to appear in large
numbers during the s, when aircraft size and weight grew to the point where single-row engines
of the required power were simply too large to be practical. Two-row designs often had cooling
problems with the rear bank of cylinders, but a variety of baffles and fins were introduced that
largely eliminated these problems. The downside was a relatively large frontal area that had to
be left open to provide enough airflow, which increased drag. This led to significant arguments
in the industry in the late s about the possibility of using radials for high-speed aircraft like
modern fighters. The solution was introduced with the BMW cylinder twin-row radial. Kurt Tank
designed a new cooling system for this engine that used a high-speed fan to blow compressed
air into channels that carry air to the middle of the banks, where a series of baffles directed the
air over all of the cylinders. This allowed the cowling to be tightly fitted around the engine,
reducing drag, while still providing after a number of experiments and modifications enough
cooling air to the rear. This basic concept was soon copied by many other manufacturers, and
many late-WWII aircraft returned to the radial design as newer and much larger designs began
to be introduced. For even greater power, adding further rows was not considered viable due to
the difficulty of providing the required airflow to the rear banks. Larger engines were designed,
mostly using water cooling although this greatly increased complexity and eliminated some of
the advantages of the radial air-cooled design. One example of this concept is the BMW , which
never entered service. A major study [ which? This led to the R , which has 28 cylinders
arranged in a 4 row corncob configuration. The US and Soviet Union continued experiments
with larger radials, but the UK abandoned such designs in favour of newer versions of the
Centaurus and rapid movement to the use of turboprops such as the Armstrong Siddeley
Python and Bristol Proteus , which easily produced more power than radials without the weight
or complexity. Large radials continued to be built for other uses, although they are no longer
common. An example is the 5-ton Zvezda M diesel engine with 42 cylinders in 6 rows of 7,
displacing Three of these were used on the fast Osa class missile boats. While most radial
engines have been produced for gasoline, there have been diesel radial engines. Two major
advantages favour diesel engines â€” lower fuel consumption and reduced fire risk. Packard
designed and built a 9-cylinder cubic inch On 28 May , a DR powered Bellanca CH , with gallons
of fuel, piloted by Walter Edwin Lees and Frederick Brossy set a record for staying aloft for 84
hours and 32 minutes without being refueled. The experimental Bristol Phoenix of â€” was
successfully flight tested in a Westland Wapiti and set altitude records in that lasted until World
War II. In the French company Clerget developed the 14D, a cylinder two-stroke diesel radial
engine. The Nordberg Manufacturing Company of the United States developed and produced a
series of large two-stroke radial diesel engines from the late s for electrical production,

primarily at aluminum smelters and for pumping water. They differed from most radials in that
they had an even number of cylinders in a single bank or row and an unusual double master
connecting rod. Variants were built that could be run on either diesel oil or gasoline or mixtures
of both. A number of powerhouse installations utilising large numbers of these engines were
made in the U. A number of radial motors operating on compressed air have been designed,
mostly for use in model airplanes and in gas compressors. A number of multi-cylinder 4-stroke
model engines have been commercially available in a radial configuration, beginning with the
Japanese O. Max firm's FR five-cylinder, 3. The American "Technopower" firm had made
smaller-displacement five- and seven-cylinder model radial engines as early as , but the OS
firm's engine was the first mass-produced radial engine design in aeromodelling history. The
rival Saito Seisakusho firm in Japan has since produced a similarly sized five-cylinder radial
four-stroke model engine of their own as a direct rival to the OS design, with Saito also creating
a series of three-cylinder methanol and gasoline-fueled model radial engines ranging from 0.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the conventional radial engine with
fixed cylinders and a revolving crankshaft. For the otherwise superficially similar engine with a
rotating crankcase, see rotary engine. The Meredith effect requires high airspeed and careful
design to generate a suitable high speed exhaust of the heated air â€” the NACA cowling was
not designed to achieve this, nor would the effect have been significant at low airspeeds.
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Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Radial engine. SpaceEngine is a realistic
virtual Universe you can explore on your computer. You can travel from star to star, from galaxy
to galaxy, landing on any planet, moon, or asteroid with the ability to explore its alien
landscape. You can alter the speed of time and observe any celestial phenomena you please. All
transitions are completely seamless, and this virtual universe has a size of billions of light-years
across and contains trillions upon trillions of planetary systems. The procedural generation is
based on real scientific knowledge, so SpaceEngine depicts the universe the way it is thought
to be by modern science. Real celestial objects are also present if you want to visit them,
including the planets and moons of our Solar system, thousands of nearby stars with newly
discovered exoplanets, and thousands of galaxies that are currently known. Version 0. This
update primarily focuses on updating assets and so A new update, version 0. Hello everyone!
This update primarily aims to improve perfor Uncharted regions of space feature procedurally
generated objects: galaxies, stars, star clusters, nebulae and planetary systems. Seamless
transition from the surface of a planet to the most distant galaxies, and free game-like
movement with the WASD keys. Click on any visible object with the mouse and hit the 'G' key to
fly directly to it. Search for objects by name, search by parameters within a certain radius,
browse an interactive map of the surrounding space and view a map of the current planetary
system. Save a favorite point in space and time and share it with friend. Give a name to any
discovered planet, star or galaxy, and write a description for it. Accelerate, decelerate, or
reverse the flow of time to see the orbital motion of planets and moons, and watch sunsets and
eclipses. Read detailed physical and astronomical data of any celestial body using the built-in
Wiki system. Look at the orbital path lines of planets and moons, and compare their size
side-by-side. Solar System bodies have real terrain models obtained by space probes; realistic
hi-detail terrain on procedural planets. Pilot star ships with realistic orbital mechanics,
Alcubierre warp drives, and aerodynamics in planetary atmospheres. Import space ship models,
planetary surface textures and terrain, astronomical catalogs, and more. If you like
SpaceEngine, buy it on Steam or provide additional support via Paypal. Space Engine the
universe simulator. Universe simulator. All types of celestial objects represented. Galaxies,
nebulae, stars and star clusters, planets and moons, comets and asteroids. Thousands of
known celestial objects. Incredibly huge and realistic Universe. Trillions of galaxies with billions
of star systems in each, everything is realistically scaled. Easy navigation many useful tools.
Save locations and name objects. Observe the Universe in motion. Tools to learn how the

Universe works. Photorealistic graphics. Photorealistic lighting and atmospheric model. Space
ships with realistic orbital mechanics. Multilanguage interface. Localization in 20 languages,
with a simple system for creating new translations. Huge modding ability. And much more.
SpaceEngine 0. Star Engine is the unofficial name of Star Citizen 's game engine. More
specifically, the last update integrated into Star Citizen's code was patch 3. It is not known
which version of Lumberyard is currently integrated in Star Engine and how CIG will handle
future iterations as of November , the current version of Lumberyard is Beta 1. Squadron 42
Trailer Star Citizen Wiki uses cookies to keep session information and analytics to provide you
a better experience. Learn more. Views View View source History Actions. This article or section
may require a cleanup. It might not meet the Star Citizen Wiki's quality standards. The specific
problem is: Outdated and missing citations. You can assist by editing it. See Category:Pages
needing cleanup for other pages that still need to be reviewed. Although CIG is very open about
their development process, not all details on internal processes and work on the engine are
released to the public. The following list contains features that are described in interviews,
Monthly Reports or dev comments. The names can differ from the actual name internally used
and the feature funtionality should always be considered as not fully accurate. Additionally,
some are already integrated CryEngine 3. Categories : Pages needing cleanup Pages needing
citations Development. Hidden category: ContainsSEO. We offer investment opportunities in
growing companies, helping entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. This investment is
speculative, illiquid, and involves a high degree of risk, including the possible loss of your
entire investment. The Offering Circular should be reviewed before making an investment
decision. Reasons to invest. Huge Following. The Problem. The traditional practices of the
security industry have been unchanged for years â€” we all know the picture of the security
guard asleep behind the wall of security camera feeds. Humans are one of the largest expenses
and largest liabilities for companies - and our safety is not something to be taken lightly. Our
recurring revenue business model is set up to mimic the recurring societal problem of crime we believe this sets us up for success long-term. We are on a mission to make everything from
government facilities to schools to cities safer places for you to work, study, play and visit with
our ground-breaking technologies. The Solution. Knightscope builds award-winning security
robots to help cut down crime and make public spaces safer. Unlike human security guards, our
robots never need a break, are immune to diseases, the need to text, or to sleep. The Market.
Our Traction. Knightscope has been enthusiastically embraced in the security market, already
closing deals with numerous hospitals, Fortune corporations, and law enforcement agencies.
As of October , we have also landed and deployed our first U. With over 1,, operating hours
under our belt, our robots have already proved their worth. Our robots assisted in the arrest of
suspects involved in armed robberies, domestic violence, and hit and runs. We even helped
prevent the breakout of a major fire, thanks to our embedded thermal scanning capability. What
We Do. ASRs or Autonomous Security Robots are a unique combination of self-driving
technology, robotics, and artificial intelligence. This gives law enforcement professionals and
security guards the magic of our Autonomous Security Robot ASR technology at their
fingertips. A live two-way human-to-human audio call can be had between the person standing
by the machine and the KSOC user. Calls may be initiated by pressing the button on the
machine itself or on the KSOC user interface. The ASRs typically patrol for 2. The combination
of all of these systems plus the commanding physical presence of our machines, presents
something we like to call the Force Multiplying Physical Deterrence effect. The Business Model.
How We Are Different. We believe our 8 patents and framework of uniquely valuable Intellectual
Property sets us apart, in addition to the fact that we are the only company of our kind operating
at such a significant level of scale. Our browser-based user interface can be utilized anywhere
for review of live data, audio and anomalies, giving security teams unprecedented levels of
situational awareness and forensics. Magic at their fingertips! The Vision. We believe that our
product speaks for itself literally. The more stories that come out of our robots cutting down on
all sorts of crime, the more we believe our solution could really help change the world. Think
about it. Decades ago, we never had smoke detectors. Now, no one would ever build a building
or be allowed to today without having one. Our Team. Seasoned financial executive and
strategic advisor for both private and publicly traded technology companies in Silicon Valley
leveraging significant U. SEC experience. Why Invest. We believe that the future of security is in
unbiased, hyper-vigilant artificial intelligence-driven technologyâ€”that provides our brave
women and men in uniform the appropriate tools so we can better secure our country.
Fortunately, we have the honor and duty to wake up every morning and work on a solution.
We've got the Knightscope CEO on the hot seat for a full 90 minutes answering your questions
on anything autonomous, robotics and artificial intelligence plus security robots and public
safety apps! RSVP here and see you soon! It may have been a gloomy day when I arrived, but

the sun is now shining down on this California Water District deployment. I could use a hit of
some high quality H2O now! Robots don't get thirsty? Back in our story to change the world fell
on deaf ears. Too Difficult. You Should Pick One. So after the months and months and months
of "No" plus to make it sweeter: no paychecks, no office, no technology, no clients, no
investors - we decided to quit. Since when in our country do we take the least difficult path and
just give up because something is "too hard"? Or because someone is some ivory tower tells
you 'no'? If you know deep, deep down to your bones that you are right and you can make a big
positive impact on society - it is your duty to your country to push forward no matter the
amount of roadblocks, naysayers, rocks, snowballs, and banana peels on the ground. It is a
hidden tax we ALL pay in blood, tears and treasure. Not acceptable - and we, together with you,
are going to fix it. No matter what it takes or how long it will take. Now, there are 20, of us. Chief
Security Officers of major corporations, law enforcement officers, security professionals,
judges, lawyers, bankers, recruiters, bus drivers, executives, marketers, celebrities, CEOs,
students - people from all walks of life joining together to secure our future. Nothing more
American than working together for something bigger than ourselves! What is THAT in the
upper right? Click here to watch the entire trailer and focus on - don't blink 'cuz its quick!
Knightscope received a purchase order from a privately held American aerospace and national
security contractor for an undisclosed mission at an undisclosed location. We thought to share
this informative blog that can help someone new to Knightscope learn about how we put
'superhuman' capabilities at their fingertips! It was only a few weeks ago that we reported on
having closed over 18, investors since inception of Knightscope - and here we are just a short
period later excited to tell you we just crossed the 19, mark! To look back to early when we
couldn't get a single person to believe in us, we are beyond humbled on how far we have been
able to get and how much we've achieved - because of your kind and gracious support! A basic
responsibility of operating a successful self-storage facility is ensuring that it is crime-free and
safe for staff and tenants. This is an entrance into a new vertical for Knightscope and we are
hopeful that it will lead to new opportunities in the future. And like our previous new Las Vegas
casino announcement in December, the Reno ASR will be encouraging the recommended
distancing and sanitizing procedures in addition to providing security teams with enhanced
criminal deterrence and situational awareness. Knightscope received a new agreement with a
prominent medical supply company that has been serving the greater Houston area for over 20
years. Medical supplies have long been a target of thieves due to their typically high cost and
subsequent value on the black market. In , 3 individuals stole nearly a half million dollars worth
of medical tools from a hospital in Pennsylvania concealed in back packs. The hospital did not
learn of the crime until 2 days later see here. At a time when the world is in the midst of a
pandemic, it is critical that crucial medical supplies are protected. Knightscope signs contract
to deploy in national grocery chain. According to a statement issued by the California Grocers
Association , shoplifting and organized retail crime have been on the rise, amounting to
significant losses and threatening the safety of employees and customers. This led to new
legislation with contributors like Albertsons and Kroger requesting a stronger stance on retail
crime. Knightscope is excited and optimistic about helping to reduce such a burden for one of
these retailers. Sometimes a Secret Santa can get you all choked up. One of my teammates at
Knightscope gave me this gift with the message "Hope this painting brings you as much joy as
working for Knightscope has brought me". What also has us speechless is the fact that we now
have over 18, investors in Knightscope! I hope you all understand how grateful we are for your
kind, gracious and unwavering support - through both the good times and the tough times on
the rollercoaster of a ride that is a startup. We are all very excited for as we continue to grow the
Company carefully and wishing you all a safe and rewarding year! With smart planning,
collaboration, and the proper integration of advanced security technologies, commercial
property owners, managers, and developers can create safe environments for our communities.
If you had a way to help make America the safest country on the planet right from your mobile
device, you'd do it, right? Now you can help! Anyone can download the app and take a video of
a place where they think an Autonomous Security Robot will contribute to public safety. Record
your video, enter some basic information about the location and submit. We'll take it from there.
Head on over to Apple or Google now to download the app. Onward and upward, together! In an
effort to help combat the spread of COVID, Knightscope developed a way for its clients to
measure body temperatures of employees and visitors entering a facility. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention indicates that a person with a temperature of Knightscope's K1
Autonomous Security Robot ASR now have an optional EBT feature that monitors building
entry points to identify high-risk individuals and further ensure safety in public spaces. Know a
facility that could use a K1 with EBT? Send them over to In addition to its safety role, the robot
is planned to interact with travelers and assist them with vehicle issues such as dead batteries,

flat tires and lockouts through its two-way Intercom call capability. Houston Airports is always
looking for ways to improve the customer experience. Parking customers may need help, and
they want to provide a useful tool for them when they need it most - while simultaneously
enhancing their overall security program. We recently added over 1, new investors and now
have the support of over 17, investors from around the world. It's been a challenging year for
everyone and we are eternally grateful for your kind and gracious support during this more than
volatile time. We continue to believe that autonomous technology, robotics and A. We are just at
the beginning of that change similar, in our opinion, to the s in the personal computer industry.
We are proud that so many of you have joined us on our mission! Onward and upward! COVID
dealt an incredible blow to the hospitality, entertainment and gaming industries in And although
Las Vegas reopened with "a new Vegas for the new reality" in June, more than casinos across
the country remain closed. The pandemic left many casino leaders scrambling to completely
revise safety and security plans in an effort to accommodate large gatherings of people without
compromising health and well being. Another southern California casino signed an agreement
with Knightscope to add a K5 Autonomous Security Robot ASR to its staff in an effort to expand
its security program and welcome visitors back to a safe environment for entertaining. In
addition to its daily security responsibilities, the K5 ASR will be delivering public safety
announcements reminding patrons to wear a mask, socially distance themselves and to sanitize
frequently in accordance with State laws and local ordinances. Patent Nos. Patent No. As we
gain more and more experience now having operated over 1 million hours in the field , we
expect additional innovations to be streaming out of our headquarters in Silicon Valley in the
coming months and years. Learn about how Knightscope is starting to make progress in
tackling one of society's biggest problems. Watch the interview here! A southern Arizona
college will soon be deploying a Knightscope K5 security robot to patrol its campus to help
keep its students and faculty safer. Unfortunately, more than 28, physical crimes against people
and property crimes were reported on postsecondary educational campuses in and in the
current state of pandemic, going back to school this Fall was different than it had ever been.
And while safety is a priority for all colleges, masks introduce an element of anonymity that did
not previously exist. Having an Autonomous Security Robot ASR patrolling the campus will
help provide public safety officials with a significantly sized physical deterrent with degree high
definition, eye-level video to help capture nefarious behavior with an ability to capture
additional distinguishing characteristics to be used as evidence. In spite of the pandemic,
casinos are working hard to get back to business One casino was reported to have moved
gambling outdoors to get away from the confines of indoor space that inhibits social distancing
and adequate exchange of ventilation. But they still have a duty to protect those that choose to
visit their establishments. Following in the footsteps and successes of Pechanga Resort and
Casino, another California casino at an undisclosed location signed an agreement to deploy a
K1 Security Robot to expand the coverage and capabilities of their phenomenal security
program. Keep your eyes peeled and ears peeled when gambling on the West Coast - you may
just be greeted by a beloved and vigilant K1. Knightscope has a signed agreement to utilize its
Autonomous Security Robots at a storage facility in southern California. Storage units are
particularly susceptible to theft, vandalization and weather-related damage. While we cannot
control Mother Nature, we certainly have proven value at reducing crime. Today there are
approximately 52, self-storage facilities representing 1. Needless to say, this market offers
tremendous growth potential for Knightscope It typically takes one client in any given vertical to
spark other clients to stand up and take notice. Westland, headquartered in Long Beach, CA,
was founded in and currently owns and operates 65 Multi-Family Communities across California
and Nevada, representing over 12, residential units. In addition to its residential portfolio,
Westland also owns retail and industrial spaces. First step was the land our first U. Federal
Government contract. Second step, was to actually deploy the technology! Now we get to learn
intimately about our client's needs and have been working very hard to meet them. Third step is
to start daydreaming about the entire VA network of facilities. Then what about the Social
Security Administration, the federal courts, the numerous data centers, postal service, the
FEMA warehouses, the national monuments, military bases, the national parks, NASA We hope
we have the honor to continue to develop our relationships with numerous federal authorities in
the coming years. But most importantly, we greatly appreciate our veterans and are very proud
to support, in our own small robotic way, the women and men who have bravely fought for our
country as they visit the Audie L. You have our sincere and undying gratitude for your service
to this amazing country of ours. Know that our Autonomous Security Robots are delivering a
tall and proud Texas salute to each and every one of you visiting the Hospital and wishing you
the best of health. Typically anywhere outdoors or indoors you might see a security guard or
officer is a potential opportunity for our advanced physical security technologies. If you know a

perfect location in the U. Burak is an experienced financial executive with over 25 years of
expertise across a broad spectrum of industries ranging from early stage start-ups to
multi-national public corporations. Prior to joining Knightscope, Ms. Burak has a proven track
record of creating a high-performance culture with a strong focus on operational excellence and
maximizing shareholder value, as evidenced by the successful acquisition of Southwall
Technologies after having repositioned, restructured, and grown the company. Recent interest
in Knightscope has been quite strong. Our long-term mission is to make the United States of
America the safest country in the world â€” and with your continued support, we will reimagine
public safety, together, at a time when our Nation needs it most. We are dedicated to pursuing a
successful listing and have continued to focus on that process. As with any fundraising and
regulatory process, it takes time to complete it properly. The good news, however, is that while
we work on it, you can now continue to buy shares in Knightscope here on StartEngine! Though
the issuer plans to conduct a public listing in the future, there is no guarantee that the company
will be successful in doing so. Even if the company does go public, it is possible shares may
not trade at a price above what you paid for your shares. As a quick update, we are excited to
share that we have been hard at work recruiting a bunch of new teammates yes, you directly
helped create new American jobs during a pandemic! What would be the best way to have
Knightscope shares listed that would be in the best interest of both the stockholders and the
Company? Or is the new avenue of a Direct Listing with a capital raise the appropriate path? Is
there a full finance and accounting team in place? Is the sales team sufficiently staffed and
trained? Have you recruited the independent board members? Is the entire management team in
place? Have you hired the right advisors? Are the audited financials of the right type? How
strong is the financial modeling and forecasting? Is the balance sheet strong enough? Have the
right relationships been cultivated with equity research analysts? What are the impacts on a
lockup strategy, which can be dependent on the listing mechanism chosen? Is there an
in-house or outsourced investor relations team in place? Is it the right timing holidays,
elections, time of year, market volatility? We are looking forward to the beginning of a new
chapter of growth for the company as we gain access to the capital markets and hope to
provide liquidity to our shareholders. Should we be able to successfully complete all the steps,
have tripled checked everything and are ready to go â€” we will let you know. We get only 1
chance to do it so need to put our best foot forward regardless of how long it takes. But in the
meantime, know that we are hard at work, every day, pushing forward to securing a brighter
future! No results for " ". View all Investments. Toggle navigation. View all investments. Hello
there. Sign in to continue. Forgot Password? Create Account. New to StartEngine? Enter your
email address to sign up. You've been referred to StartEngine We offer investment
opportunities in growing companies, helping entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. To confirm
your referral, please enter your email. Thanks for signing up! Not seeing an email? Check your
spam folder. Already have an account? Login here. Forgot Password Please enter your email
and we'll send you further instructions. Back to Login. Knightscope Fully Autonomous Security
Robots. Website Website. Preferred Shares Offered. Equity Offering Type. Invest Now. Perks
Overview Updates 31 Comments. Innovation in the security industry has been stagnant for
decades. The security market is exploding due to increased demand for next-gen tech.
Reimagining Public Safetyâ€”operating across 5 time zones Knightscope robots are bringing
the future to security. Machine-as-a-Service MaaS. We want to make the USA the safest country
in the world. Seasoned c-suite on a mission. Security needs an overhaul. Join us on our
mission to make the United States of America the safest country in the world! Format will be
fast paced with no more than 60 seconds per answer. Robots Don't Get Thirsty? You Read That
Right: 20, Investors! Knightscope signs its 5th casino contract about 1 month ago Casinos,
casinos, casinos! Knightscope signs its 5th casino contract â€” this one in Reno, Nevada. Are
those robots coming out of the slot machine?! And Another Texas Contract! Knightscope Wins
Grocery Contract! Knightscope Client Adds 3rd Robot! Knightscope Announces Public Safety
App 2 months ago Knightscope Public Safety App If you had a way to help make America the
safest country on the planet right from your mobile device, you'd do it, right? Thank You!
Knightscope Wins Another Contract! Knightscope Signs Contract in Arizona 3 months ago
Arizona College Signs Agreement for Knightscope K5 A southern Arizona college will soon be
deploying a Knightscope K5 security robot to patrol its campus to help keep its students and
faculty safer. Knightscope Wins Another Casino Contract! Self-Driving at Self-Storage?! First
Contract in Nevada! Knightscope Deploys at its first U. Dept of Veterans Affairs First step was
the land our first U. Riding the Wave! Are You Going Public?! RISK Is it the right timing
holidays, elections, time of year, market volatility? Please sign in to post a comment. Reply
Cancel. You may be eligible for an additional bonus with your investment! Log in to find out:.
Some of these offerings are open to the general public, however there are important differences

and risks. Any securities offered on this website have not been recommended or approved by
any federal or state securities commission or regulatory authority. StartEngine and its affiliates
do not provide any investment advice or recommendation and do not provide any legal or tax
advice with respect to any securities. All securities listed on this site are being offered by, and
all information included on this site is the responsibility of, the applicable issuer of such
securities. StartEngine does not verify the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of any
information. Neither StartEngine nor any of its officers, directors, agents and employees makes
any warranty, express or implied, of any kind whatsoever related to the adequacy, accuracy, or
completeness of any information on this site or the use of information on this site. See
additional general disclosures here. By accessing this site and any pages on this site, you
agree to be bound by our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , as may be amended from time to
time without notice or liability. Canadian Investors Investment opportunities posted and
accessible through the site will not be offered to Canadian resident investors. Potential
investors are strongly advised to consult their legal, tax and financial advisors before investing.
The securities offered on this site are not offered in jurisdictions where public solicitation for
offerings is not permitted; it is solely your responsibility to comply with the laws and
regulations of your country of residence. StartEngine enables everyday people to become angel
investors by giving them access to startup investment opportunities. At StartEngine, our
mission is to help other entrepreneurs and founders just like us raise the funds they need to
grow and achieve their dreams. We have 6 core values at StartEngine. They are the standard
that we hold ourselves to in how we interact with each other as well as with our community. We
work hard, commit to deadlines, and are never satisfied. We think outside the box and question
the status quo every day. We protect our reputation and do right by our customers and
investors. We show respect to each other and are considerate in how we treat others. In fact,
StartEngine is the 10th fastest-growing private company in California, according to the Inc. In
fact, StartEngine itself has over 20, shareholders on our cap table, and those 20, StartEngine
Owners are our most active users and strongest brand advocates. There are nearly 6 million
businesses in the US that need capital to grow. We believe that any driven entrepreneur with a
great idea should be able to raise capital. Kevin has joined StartEngine as a Strategic Advisor.
Ron facilitates financial ignition for innovative tech and media companies in order to help
entrepreneurs achieve the American dream. Ron is a four-time Inc. He has visualized, founded,
built and sold five companies through management buyouts, private equity firms, private
investors and public markets. He also sits on the board of West Coast Care and is active in
helping homeless individuals get off the street. Generic selectors. Exact matches only. Search
in title. Search in content. Search in excerpt. Search in posts. Search in pages. About
StartEngine. Help Entrepreneurs Achieve Their Dreams. Own the Mission. Exceed Expectations.
Be a Team Player. We are selfless, collaborative and accountable. Stay Curious. Do the Right
Thing. Care About Others. Launching Our First Campaign. Industry Leadership. Strength in
Numbers. Why Businesses Need the Crowd. Access to Capital. Finance is Outdated.
Democratizing Funding. Our Team. Howard Marks. Kevin O'Leary. Strategic Advisor. Ron Miller.
Johanna Cronin. Chief Marketing Officer. Allen Jebsen. Josh Amster. Jon Reyes. Chief
Compliance Officer. Teddy Rounds. Director of Campaign Strategy. Meagan Holmes. Senior
Investor Services Representative. Ryan Deslauries. Director of Trading. Diana Ciraulo. Senior
Account Manager. Chase Klyn. Business Development Representative. Max Crawford. Content
Marketing Manager. Ali Jafri. Software Engineer. Gabe Beitcher. Account Manager. Andy Chung.
Senior Campaign Strategist. Joe Mathews. VP of Engineering. Ryan Kim. Doryn Fine. Account
Executive. David Maliglowka. Rob Creaser. Jay Chen. Rachel Walker. David Leonard. Investor
Services. Matthew Quan. Campaign Strategist. Rose Weinmann. Amir Sedghi. Becca Rogers.
Devender Gollapally. Staff Software Engineer. Head of Partnerships. Aren Fakhourian. Senior
Software Engineer. Josh Chu. Sr Manager, Growth Marketing. Katie Hasman. Sophie Mekjian.
Kenrick Ong. Audrey Small. Nikki Efstathiou. Creative Lead. Sara Chung. Jay Patel. Anders Hill.
John Bullitt. Keante Pendleton. Hannah Cope. Investor Services Representative. Joe Halloran.
Suzanne Riopel. Crystal An. Join StartEngine! View Careers. View Guide. Founder's Summit
Application. First Name. Last Name. Company Name. Work Email. Phone Number US Only. How
much are you looking to raise? How much have you previously raised? Which summit would
you like to attend? March 25th in Los Angeles. Additional Info. We offer investment
opportunities in growing companies, helping entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. This
investment is speculative, illiquid, and involves a high degree of risk, including the possible
loss of your entire investment. Jet Token is a private jet membership and booking platform for
the ultra-modern age of aviation. To support our app and membership program, we plan to lease
a small fleet of HondaJets for membership and charter service in the Western US. Through
blockchain technology, we expect to allow those who buy hour memberships from us the option

to sell a portion of any unused time to other App users â€” a new feature in the private aviation
industry. We have signed and funded a deposit agreement with Honda Aircraft Company for the
lease of up to 4 HondaJets Elite aircraft and a signed contract with Cirrus Aviation for the
management, operation, and maintenance of our HondaJets. The preferred terms of those
agreements give us the confidence we can build a profitable business. Jet Token innovations
offer travelers more freedom and more choice, but we need your vote. We plan to sell hour and
hour memberships and charter time on our fleet of leased HondaJets. The Problems. When it
comes to booking travel, the private jet industry is far behind commercial aviation. Because no
reliable portal for private air travel exists today with prices as transparent as those for
commercial airlines i. Operators typically take hours to confirm bookings and there is no
system where customers can combine a private and commercial aviation booking.
Memberships and fractional ownership programs have big up-front costs, no refunds and
restrictions on the transfer of flight time. Even those programs that offer members an early exit
usually do so only with a steep penalty. The Solutions. We are developing our platform so that it
can also be used to combine commercial and private travel, worldwide, on one itinerary,
creating a seamless experience for travelers. We intend to offer instant booking or the option to
ask us to seek and present a lower-cost alternative. Having our own fleet of HondaJet Elites is
expected to provide the backup we need in the event we charter a plane and the operator of that
plane cancels the last minute. The Market. The average flight lasts 1. Most one-way charters
include the cost of the empty return leg so a 1. How We Are Different. We compete in three
ways. First, with blockchain technology , we offer members an alternative to sell time they might
not need if their travel requirements change after paying upfront for an expensive membership.
Second, for those who mix private and commercial travel on the same itinerary, we offer our
App. Third, by being blockchain payment compatible we cater to the tech-savvy who have
created over a hundred billion dollars of wealth in the past decade and who expect merchants to
make their payment systems more compatible. What We Do. We use our platform to sell private
jet charters and plan to later integrate commercial bookings - all on one itinerary. Why combine
private and commercial bookings? Why accept both traditional and blockchain forms of
payment? This may allow for faster booking confirmation of air charter flights, particularly on
weekends and holidays coinciding with periods of peak travel demand when banks are
generally closed. We have taken special care to understand and accommodate the payment
preferences of the new tech-savvy flyers who have seen their wealth grow with blockchain. Our
Traction. We have an app in the iOS store that facilitates our ability to book third party charter
and empty legs worldwide. We have a deposit agreement from HondaJet and a signed contract
with Cirrus Aviation, respectively, for the phased delivery and operation of four aircraft. The
Founder has successfully executed a separate blockchain project and for this reason, has
confidence around the continued development of the booking platform. Our team is passionate
about bringing the best platform possible to private air travel. CEO George Murnane has over
thirty years of experience in aviation and is a pilot with commercial, instrument and
multi-engine ratings. He was most recently employed as CEO of ImperialJet, where for seven
years he ran a European private jet charter company that operated its own private aircraft.
Before aviation, George spent a decade as a successful investment banker in the transportation
industry group of Merrill Lynch. Why invest. Private air travel is a highly fragmented industry
undergoing consolidation. While commercial aviation has seen meaningful evolution in its
booking systems, private aviation has lagged. Jet Token offers an opportunity to invest in a
membership and booking platform for the ultra-modern age of aviation. We make money two
ways, the booking platform, and memberships. Seasoned executives helped craft the business
model and our proposed aircraft lease and operating terms allow us a unique financing
advantage for a new company. We are eager to build shareholder value and with your help,
bring new jobs and new technology to democratize private travel. The most important feature
one can deliver in private aviation is safe, guaranteed, capacity on demand. No one needs
another charter broker without assets to facilitate customer orders. As mentioned above, there
are an estimated thirty-five days a year, including holidays and big sporting events, where it is
nearly impossible to instantaneously charter a private jet. Only membership programs offer
guaranteed aircraft availability. In addition to being available for members, our own fleet of
HondaJets may allow us to offer a charter customer an alternative in the event a third-party
operator booked through our app cancels a reservation at the last minute. We believe the
HondaJet Elite is one of the quietest and most cost-efficient light jets on the market and is
ideally suited to the average US business jet mission profile mentioned above passengers, 1.
Engines on the wings mean less weight on the tail and more room in the cabin. The
wing-mounted engines allow for a tranquil, spacious interior with generous baggage space and
a fully enclosed lavatory. Below feel free to view this informative video on the HondaJet. Cirrus

Aviation, is by far the largest private jet charter company based in Las Vegas with more flights
and aircraft than any of their direct competitors combined. The Cirrus Aviation team has been
managing and operating aircraft â€” commercially and privately â€” for more than 40 years. We
have contracted with Cirrus for all flight operations and maintenance. Cirrus Highlights:. What
about safety? And we should know, we visited both facilities to see for ourselves. The HondaJet
has built an excellent track record for safety, but don't take our word for it:: see for yourself.
Cirrus aviation can assist us to safely provide substitute aircraft at competitive rates in the
event we experience periods of excess travel demand. Private Jet Coin chairman Mike Winston
says there are other options, and you could book them using a blockchain-based platform.
Cirrus Aviation is by far the largest private jet charter company based in our home town of Las
Vegas, with more flights and aircraft than any of their direct competitors combined. Aircraft
pictured managed by Cirrus Aviation, not a Jet Token plane. For more information about this
offering, please view Jet Token Inc. Gama is the largest managed aircraft business in the US,
flies over flights a day and has over planes under management across the globe. Greg brings
over thirty years of experience to the team, and we're delighted to have him on board! As a
trusted leader, he formally advised several technology startup companies, and mentored young
entrepreneurs on the challenges in starting a technology business. Prior to the Investors
Collaborative, Mr. Terex is a manufacturer of industrial equipment that employs 23, persons in
50 manufacturing locations around the globe. Before joining Terex, Mr. Fell spent nearly 20
years with Ford Motor Company. He started as a developer, and worked his way through a
variety of management roles supporting the global Engineering and Manufacturing functions of
the company. His book, Decoding the IT Value Problem John Wiley and Sons, , has gained
positive reviews for its research into the management issues and solutions required to make IT
projects more successful. We have been blown away by the support around the Jet Token
mission to make private aviation more accessible, and have welcomed over 20, new investors to
our growing family. If you have considered investing in this round but have not yet done so,
now is the key time to act! We have now made deposits on four HondaJet Elite aircraft! Special
thanks also to our excellent pilot, Chris, who showcased the stability and excellence of the
HondaJet Elite by sticking a smooth landing into 44 knot headwind gusts! We look forward to
reporting more milestones into year end. Invest today, live on StartEngine! Thank you for your
support! Because aviation is economically sensitive, a prediction about flying returning to
normal has embedded in it a prediction about the economy returning to normal. We cannot
predict the economy, but that said, we can reliably say that private travel has rebounded more
quickly that commercial travel. Private jet charter hours, a key measure for our sub-segment of
air travel, dropped sharply in mid-March but have steadily risen since that time. We suspect that
those who can afford it are flying private to avoid infection, and that travel by these new flyers,
alongside returning flyers, has accelerated the rebound in charter hours. After 20 years of
development and five years in service, the HondaJet has earned a reputation for reliability,
comfort and speed. The average U. The HondaJet can carry four passengers a little over two
hours and is therefore ideally suited to most trips. Flying the average mission profile on the
most commonly landed jet is overkill and more costly. By getting the engines off the tail and
onto the wings HondaJet has created a quieter cabin experience and a large baggage
compartment that can handle large form factor items with ease. Also, unlike some other light
jets, the HondaJet offers a fully enclosed lavatory, and a galley for snack and beverage service.
Can the HondaJet be configured for five persons, with an additional sixth person seated in the
belted lavatory area? Do we recommend it for optimal comfort? But for urgent travel the
HondaJet is versatile enough to rise to the occasion. In a new episode of Meet the Innovators,
Mr. Thank you for the overwhelming response to this offer! Already invested and planning to
add more? Now is a great time to act! Disclaimer: This investment is speculative, illiquid, and
involves a high degree of risk, including the possible loss of your entire investment. Wow, we
have surpassed over 7, investors. We are excited to share some new updates with you
regarding our continued progress which is all made possible by your investment. Thank you to
the StartEngine community for the overwhelming response to our last offering. For those who
missed us the first time around, now is a key time to invest early! No results for " ". View all
Investments. Toggle navigation. View all investments. Hello there. Sign in to continue. Forgot
Password? Create Account. New to StartEngine? Enter your email address to sign up. You've
been referred to StartEngine We offer investment opportunities in growing companies, helping
entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. To confirm your referral, please enter your email. Thanks
for signing up! Not seeing an email? Check your spam folder. Already have an account? Login
here. Forgot Password Please enter your email and we'll send you further instructions. Back to
Login. The Jet Token, Inc offering is now closed and is no longer accepting investments.
Website Website. For the first time, you will be able to use one app to book a private jet, a

commercial airline ticket or both, all on the same itinerary. Common Shares Offered. Equity
Offering Type. This offering ended on December 22, and is no longer accepting investments.
Perks Overview Team Updates 15 Comments. Select this Bonus. Jet Token makes money in two
ways: We use our platform to sell private jet charters We plan to sell hour and hour
memberships and charter time on our fleet of leased HondaJets. Images are of the type of
aircraft we intend to lease. The new version will feature instant booking and instant payment.
Then, later this year we intend to offer an update of that app with two features: a the
convergence of private and commercial booking and b the transferability of private jet
membership time. Leading partners: We have a signed deposit agreement with HondaJet, the
aircraft manufacturing subsidiary of Honda Motor Company, and a signed letter of intent with
Cirrus Aviation, the largest private jet charter and management company in Las Vegas
operating for more than 40 years. An app that makes booking private air travel a breeze. Private
jet travel is a multi-billion dollar industry. Business jet charter operators logged over a million
landings in the US during We book private and commercial jets together and members may
resell unused jet time without penalty, all thanks to blockchain technology. HondaJet
membership in the Western US and an app for global charter. Along with 3, other shareholders,
we're moving quickly. Experience in the air and on the ground. We are eager to work in your
interest! Have questions? We have answers. Why have planes? Why HondaJet Elite? Who flies
the planes? In the Press. Show More. Crowdfund Insider. Meet Our Team. Updates Jet Token
Inc. Jet Token Closing Announcement - Dec 31st, 3 months ago We have been blown away by
the support around the Jet Token mission to make private aviation more accessible, and have
welcomed over 20, new investors to our growing family. Stay tuned for more updates into year
end! Update from the cockpit 5 months ago Invest today, live on StartEngine! Following the
campaign and planning to invest? Act today! Spread the word and help make private aviation
the future of air travel! Invest today in skipping the airport! Thank you to the StartEngine
community for your support! Private jets can land at 5, private airports, no crowds. Act now!
Invest Today! We're back! Invest today via StartEngine! Please sign in to post a comment. Reply
Cancel. You may be eligible for an additional bonus with your investment! Log in to find out:.
Some of these offerings are open to the general public, however there are important differences
and risks. Any securities offered on this website have not been recommended or approved by
any federal or state securities commission or regulatory authority. StartEngine and its affiliates
do not provide any investment advice or recommendation and do not provide any legal or tax
advice with respect to any securities. All securities listed on this site are being offered by, and
all information included on this site is the responsibility of, the applicable issuer of such
securities. StartEngine does not verify the adequacy, ac
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curacy or completeness of any information. Neither StartEngine nor any of its officers,
directors, agents and employees makes any warranty, express or implied, of any kind
whatsoever related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of any information on this site
or the use of information on this site. See additional general disclosures here. By accessing this
site and any pages on this site, you agree to be bound by our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy ,
as may be amended from time to time without notice or liability. Canadian Investors Investment
opportunities posted and accessible through the site will not be offered to Canadian resident
investors. Potential investors are strongly advised to consult their legal, tax and financial
advisors before investing. The securities offered on this site are not offered in jurisdictions
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with the laws and regulations of your country of residence.

